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The Madison, WI Rotary News for December 4, 2020 
a publication of the Rotary Club of Madison 
 

Dec. 9:  UW Prof. Noah Williams: Reflections on 
Wisconsin’s Economy 
   Join us online on December 9 when guest speaker Prof. Noah 
Williams will offer reflections on the status of the Wisconsin economy.  
He will first detail where we were as Wisconsin entered the Covid-19 
pandemic during this past spring.  He will then provide analysis on how 
we have weathered this economic storm and conclude by making a forecast for how the economy 
may likely perform going forward in 2021. 
   Professor Williams is the founding Director of the Center for Research on the Wisconsin Economy 

(CROWE) and Juli Plant Grainger Professor of Economics at UW-Madison where he has been on the faculty since 2008. A 
native of Menomonie, Wisconsin, he was previously on the faculty at Princeton University.  
   His research focuses on macroeconomics, particularly monetary policy, social insurance programs, and financial markets.  
He has published widely and co-authored several papers with Nobel Prize recipients Lars Peter Hansen and Thomas 
Sargent.  
   A PhD and BA graduate of the University of Chicago, he is a consultant to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago and a 
member of the Economic Advisors Roundtable organized by the Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce and Wisconsin 
Economic Development Corporation.  

 

 
 

Young Leaders Shaping a New America 
   Steven Olikara is the founder and CEO of the national Millennial Action Project (MAP) based in Washington DC.  It is the 
largest nonpartisan organization of millennial lawmakers and seeks to build a new generation of leadership to bridge the 
political divides that threaten our democracy and future. 
   He founded the Millennial Action Project because he saw a need to develop and work with younger members of 
legislatures and change the tone of politics from contempt and hatred for the other side into compassion, understanding, 
and building bridges to reach agreement and compromise.  He wanted to facilitate a future-oriented mindset with young 
leaders rather than be limited to dwelling on the divisions and conflicts of the past. 
   Even though partisanship and political separation has been on the rise for some time, MAP encourages and supports the 
rise of the millennial generation into leadership roles and helps them develop future-focused policy and bi-partisan coalitions 

                  photo by Mike Engelberger 
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No Meeting 
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to get initiatives across the line.  MAP does this through affiliation and support of chapters in each state that identify issues, 
policies and people to find common ground. 
   Three issues MAP has identified for further work are election resiliency, gerrymander reform and gun violence prevention.  
While it may seem that these issues are as divisive and partisan as they come, MAP has been able to achieve some 
successes by listening, staying focused on the future, and identifying moderate and swing legislative partners to form 
coalitions.   
   Learning lessons from the spring and fall elections in Wisconsin, MAP is working on strengthening voting systems and, 
because of the large number of absentee and mail-in ballots in the most recent cycle, working on legislation to allow pre-
processing of early ballots. 
   On gerrymander reform, MAP has found that there are members on both sides who are willing to reform how boundaries 
are created.  For those who want to reform the system the unifying desire is to have leaders who win based on the best 
ideas rather than by manipulation of the system and disregard for other interests and constituencies.  They have achieved 
victories in Ohio, Virginia, Colorado, Michigan and Missouri. 
   The victory they achieved with gun violence prevention is to win authorization and funding for the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) to begin studying gun violence as a public health issue.  It is hoped that looking at it from a scientific and 
rigorous perspective that policies and laws can be developed to protect society from further proliferation of gun violence. 
   He encouraged us to choose to exercise more compassion and empathy towards the “other” and recognize that many 
leaders manipulate and profit from hate that is amplified on social media.  Empathy and compassion need to be exercised to 
grow, and we should choose and support leaders who build bridges and appeal to our better angels. 
   Our thanks to Steven Olikara for his presentation this week and to Kevin Hoffman for preparing this review article.  We 
also thank WisEye who co-streamed our online meeting this week.  If you missed our meeting, you can watch it here:  
https://youtu.be/RxM2SKOcPXQ. 
  

 
   We are sorry to report the death of Jim Ebben who passed away on November 30th at the age of 
83.  He was former president of Edgewood College.  Jim joined our Rotary Club in 1987 and was 
previously a Rotarian in Adrian, Michigan.   
   We extend our sincere sympathies to Jim’s wife, Marilyn, and to their family. 
   Our club has made a $100 contribution in his memory to our Madison Rotary Foundation to 
establish a Jim Ebben Memorial Fund.  Members wishing to make a contribution to this fund in his 
memory may send their gifts to the Madison Rotary Foundation, 2 S. Carroll Street, Suite 255, 
Madison, WI 53703. 

    

    
   We are sorry to report the death of Tom Loftus who passed away on November 27th at the age of 
87.  He joined our Rotary Club in 1997 and was former pastor at St. John’s Lutheran Church.   
   Our club has made a $100 contribution in Tom’s memory to our Madison Rotary Foundation to 
establish the Tom Loftus Memorial Fund.   
   Members wishing to make a contribution to this fund in his memory may send their gifts to the 
Madison Rotary Foundation, 2 S. Carroll Street, Suite 255, Madison, WI 53703. 
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Community Grants Campaign:  Week 8 
   We are in week 8 of our annual Community Grants Campaign. The total raised to date is $109,067.96.  Please mail your 
contributions to the Rotary office to be added to our totals for next week. 
    Options for making contributions to this year’s Community Grants Campaign: 

 Fill out the pledge form, and send it to the Rotary office at 2 S. Carroll St., Ste. 255, Madison, WI 53703. 
 Use our online contribution option to pay via PayPal or your debit or credit card: Click Online PayPal Option. 
 Simply call our office at 608-255-9164 to make a contribution using your credit card (Visa or Mastercard). 

   This week, Campaign Chair Ellsworth Brown reminded members that 100% of the money contributed to the annual 
Community Grants Campaign goes directly to various nonprofit community organizations which apply for funding from our 
Madison Rotary Foundation each year.   He will be following up with members who have not yet contributed in the coming 
weeks.  
 

 
    
   Each year, we publish a Madison Rotary Foundation annual report which provides detailed 
information about our Foundation  and the grants and programs that it supports.  This report is 
published following our annual audit process.   
   You can view the 2019-20 report in the Members Area section of our website (contact the Rotary 
office if you need your login information).  If you prefer a printed copy, contact the Rotary office (608-
255-9164 or rotaryoffice@rotarymadison.org), and a copy will be mailed to you.   
  

 

 
 

How Rotary International is Using Experience of PolioPlus to Address COVID-19 
Presented by Janine O’Rourke – Dec. 2, 2020 
   Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we have commonly heard comparisons to the 1918 Spanish flu, but much less of the 
Polio epidemics that terrorized parents each summer starting in the late 1800’s.  By the 1950’s, Polio infected over 600,000 
people globally each year. A failed vaccine was released in 1935, and then finally in 1955 the “race for a cure” was achieved 
with a successful vaccine delivered by Dr. Jonas Salk of the University of Pittsburg.   
   Rotary’s involvement in Polio eradication began in 1979 with a successful project in the Philippines. This led RI to select 
polio eradication as a top priority, launching PolioPlus in 1985 and joining with the WHO, UNICEF and The Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation in 1988 in the formation of the “Global Polio Eradication” initiative. We have delivered 2.5 billion 
vaccinations to children through this initiate and its infrastructure.   
   What you may not be aware of is the impact this Global Polio Eradication infrastructure has on controlling and eradicating 
COVID-19. The infrastructure has already been successfully tapped to control, contain and vaccinate against malaria, 
measles and Ebola. A few examples of the infrastructure include:  

 The Cold Chain – this a system of freezers and cold boxes which allows polio workers to store and transport the 
vaccine in hot climates like Pakistan.  

 Emergency Operations Centers – This is local government and health care teams working collaboratively to quickly 
respond. For example, in 2014 in Lagos, Nigeria this response center quickly mobilized after a case of Ebola was 
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detected at the airport and was able to contact trace and limit the infected to only 19 individuals, eradicating the 
disease within 3 months.  

    This infrastructure is active in over 50 countries and is already being leveraged to respond to COVID-19. Take the 
example in Italy in March where over 900 Rotary Clubs across 13 districts responded with a coordinated strategy focusing 
on disease prevention and resourcing 28 hospitals with PPE and critical medical equipment.  
    While Rotary continues to stay focused on Polio eradication, I am inspired to know the same infrastructure is being used 
to eradicated Covid19 and will continue to protect our global citizens from future diseases. I am more proud than ever to call 
myself a Rotarian.   
  Suggested readings and films:  https://time.com/5831740/polio-coronavirus-parallels/ 
https://www.discovermagazine.com/health/the-deadly-polio-epidemic-and-why-it-matters-for-coronavirus 
https://www.endpolio.org/5-ways-our-work-against-polio-fights-other-diseases 
   Documentary: “A Shot to Save the World”  https://www.smithsonianchannel.com/video/show/a-shot-to-save-the-
world/23930  
 

 
 
 
   We would like to welcome back Dori Botts who is rejoining our Rotary Club this week.  Dori is owner 
of Lotus Flower Enterprises in Middleton and was previously a member from 2018 until earlier this 
year.   We look forward to Dori’s participation in our club activities!    
 
 
 

 

 
 
   Since 2006, our Community Projects Committee has worked with local agencies to obtain 
information on ways to help homeless and low income children during the holiday season.   
   This year, due to the pandemic, the list of children who are in need is a longer list.   

   If you would be willing to purchase a gift for a child in need 
during this holiday season, click on the the following link:    
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1plJiiW9sh9hOKI-x8KK9P0tg4cnNIPE4rxwiaGJQolA/edit?usp=sharing 
    We have an expanded list of 100 children from the Lussier Center and The Salvation Army seeking a gift this year.    
   We hope you will help bring some happiness to families in need during this holiday season.  Thank you! 
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   Many of us use Amazon to buy items, but did you know that if you switch to smile.amazon.com, you can help support 
our Madison Rotary Foundation?  If you place your order through smile.amazon.com and select our Madison Rotary 
Foundation as your charity choice, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate a half percent of the purchase price of most of 
the items you purchase to our Foundation.   
   Note: there are several Madison Rotary Foundations in the AmazonSmile listing, so be sure you choose the right one in 
Madison, WI.   
 

 
   We recently received information from Rotary International regarding the largest Rotary Clubs in the world for 2020, and 
below is the 2020 listing with Madison in the #9 spot: 
 

# Club 
July 2020 
# Members 

July 2019 
# Members 

July 2018 
# Members 

 1 Vijayawada Midtown India 722 741 563 
2 Birmingham 636 633 635 
3 Oklahoma City 568 583 593 
4 Nashville 538 542 553 
5 Atlanta 479 484 482 
6 Baton Rouge 474 500 504 
7 San Diego 468 472 485 
8 San Jose 452 465 448 
9 Madison 442 467 485 

10 Kota, Rajasthan, India 423 445 440 
nted to Melanie  
 

 
 

   The Madison Rotary Foundation appreciates and thanks the following for their generous countributions in memory of 
Lori Kay for the Kay Family Endowment Fund:   Grace & Julius Chosy, Jim & Mary Hamre, Perry Henderson, Dennis & 
Shelley Kay, Randy & Kim Kay, Stacy Nemeth, Laura Peck, David, Debbie and Ross Randon, Rivaldd Farms, Inc., Derek 
Schneider, Virginia Telsrow. 
 
 
 

Smiles.amazon.com 
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 Masood Akhtar’s We are Many United Against Hate is working with two local high schools to start chapters of this 
nonprofit group.  WKOW 11/25, TheCapTimes 11/28 

 Moses Altsech was quoted in an article about our club’s Scotch Whisky Fellowship Group.  The Rotarian 
Magazine Dec. 2020 

 John Hayes was pictured in a feature article titled “State Street Jewel.”  Madison Magazine Dec 2020 
 Brad Hutter co-authored a guest column about the need to support Downtown Madison and to stop the destruction.  

WSJ 12/1 
 Jim Krueger was quoted in an article about feeding senior citizens in need and how they have created new 

contactless methods of delivering food.  WSJ 11/26 
 Joe Loehnis was quoted in an article about Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra's Winter Chamber Series online 

events.  WSJ 11/25 
 Oscar Mireles was interviewed about how funds raised for the annual Berbee Derby helped provide a grant to 

Omega School to help move to virtual instruction.  NBC 15 News 11/22  
 Becky Steinhoff received this year’s Joyce Erdman memorial award presented by the board of The Capital Times 

Kids Fund, and she was featured in an article by Dave Zweifel, “Plain Talk: Becky Steinhoff's service to Dane 
County youth has been extraordinary.  TheCapTimes 11/20  

 Amanda White was quoted in an article about the Madison Public Market which is scheduled to open in 2022.  
Madison Magazine Dec 2020 

 
 

OUR SYMPATHIES… 
Paul Karch’s father, Jim Karch, passed away in Baraboo on November 13.  We extend our sympathies to 
Paul and to his family. 

   
 

 
 

 Dec. 7 -- Terry Taylor -- Adm. Date:  9/7/2011   Financial Institutions.  Oak Bank      PHF 
 Dec. 7 -- Jeff Ticknor -- Adm. Date:  10/3/2001   Financial Institutions.  BMO Harris Bank  100% Attendance since 

10/3/2001    PHF (6) 
 Dec. 8 -- Kay Schwichtenberg -- Adm. Date:  2/6/2013   Manufacturing.  Central Life Sciences      PHF 
 Dec. 8 -- Ken Yuska -- Adm. Date:  6/3/1992   Physician-Retired.    Sgt.-at-Arms 2019-20  Formerly Rotarian at 

Menominee, MI  PHF (3) 
 Dec. 11 -- Charles McLimans -- Adm. Date:  7/5/2017   Community Services.  Holy Wisdom Monastery    Formerly 

Rotarian at Naperville (2009-15) & Milwaukee (2015-17)  PHF (5) 
 Dec. 11 -- Mary Rouse -- Adm. Date:  4/6/1988   Colleges & Universities-Professional School-Retired.    Director 

1993-95    PHF 
 Dec. 12 -- Jen Bauer -- Adm. Date:  6/5/2019   Community Services.  Alzheimer's & Dementia Alliance of WI       
 Dec. 12 -- Joe Meagher -- Adm. Date:  4/24/1981   Retail-Services & Products-Retired.         
 Dec. 12 -- Jen Savino -- Adm. Date:  3/7/2018   Advertising, Publicity & Public Relations.  KW2    Former member 

of club 2014 -17   


